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Attached you will find an essay which suggests a model for
a new sort of educational institution, which I call a
Learning Foundation The purpose and design of this Learning
Foundation is articulated in the body of the essay, so it
requires no further introductiono

Suffice it to note that this essay attempts to draw on the
insights which I have gleaned in the past eighteen months
as an Institute Fellow and to draw them together in the form
of a specific institutional model

I shall undertake similar exercises from time to time in the
next few months And whenever I offer such a speculative
proposition for your consideration, I inVite you and those
who read over your shoulder to comment on it
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A LEAPING FOUNDATION

The idea of s., Learning Foundation is a suggestion for
an educational institution which would serve a comprehensive
learning population in a decentralized system. The Learning
Foundation is designed to overcome discontinuities in educa-
tional institutions of age, professional identity, socio-
economic class, race, disciplinary division and different
community needs.

This Learning Foundation as I shall describe it may
strike the reader as a futuristic design more appropriate to
the musings of futurologists or the writing of science fiction
writers than the rumlnstions of a student of educational policy.
Such an impression would not be far off the mark, because many
of the characteristics of this institution have much in common
with the suggestions of educational futurists. But the over-
all design of the Learning Foundation owes as much to the
radical critique of educational systems, which is usually ex-
presse4 in the language of lllich, Freire and various and
sundry freeschoolers.

Yet the Learning Foundation which I am about to outline
differs from the speculations of futurologists and the arguments
of the radical chic critics in two important respects: i) in
contrast to the designs of educational futurists, the Learning
Foundation could be (and ought to be) implemented now, although
it or other configurations of its characteristics would undoubt-
edly happen in the next few deck.des, given many existing trends
which futurologists are so fond of extrapolating; 2) and unlike
the relatively obscure or narrowly applicable positive recom-
mendations of lllich and many de-and freeschoolers, the insti-
tutional design and substantive program of the Learning Founda-
tion can be clearly articulated and its possible role in changing
the overall educational system identified.

The Learning Foundation is designed to meet the problems
of segregation and fragmentation which I consider to be among the
most important factors contributing to the alienation and



ineffectiveness which characterize educational systems t all
levels and in most national contexts. This fragmentation and
segregation is the result of the division of labor and special-
ization which have characterized the social structures of all
industrializing societies nd which have become even more
acute in the technological leviathans of post-industrial so-
cieties. The fragmentation and specialization in educational
institutions manifest themselves in a number of ways’ l) in-
stitutional dlvlsions--the separation between technical and
liberal arts institutions, the division between elementary
and high schools; ) chronological segregation--the separation
of educational groups by age grades: the segregation of two-
year-olds from five-year-olds, nlne-year-olds from twelve-
year.olds, adults from children, and so on; ) economic, social,
and raclal segregatlon--the separation of various social groups
by virtue of more general patterns of segregstlon and the in-
flexibility of educational institutions; 4) disciplinary frag-
mentation--the divisions among humanists and scientists, tech-
nologists and theoreticlans, etc.; 5) professional segregation--
the insidious distinctions of self-perception and status which
seem especially acute in the teaching and learned professions
between those who are engaged in research and those who are
primarily engaged in teaching and in institutional terms, be-
tween those who are members of the higher educational establish-
ments and those who are not 6) pedagogical segregation--the
ivision between those who teach in traditional classroom
settLGgs and those who use more flexible approaches in different
situations, and the division between both of the former and
those who are addicts of new pedagogical technologies; 7)
"relevance" separation--the discontinuity between those who
attempt to make learning experiences "relevant" (by normative
measures seldom articulated) to the needs of their students
and/or society and those wh studiously avoid "pandering to the
masses" and steadfastly pursue some vague "knowledge as an end
in itself."

I have catalogued the precedinE manifestations of segre-
gationfragmentation and discontinuity in educatlonl institu-
tions not because I claim that th Learning Foundation will cure
the whole set of problems but because it is an awareness of
these problems that hs informed the institutional design which I
am about to present. Although I do not claim to have the panacea
for all of our educational troubles, I would hold the activi-
ties Of a Learning Foundation up to the standards implicit in
each of the seven problem areas; that is, the Learning Foundation
could be evsluated in part in terms of its success or failure
in overcoming the various discontlnulties which I suggest afflict
most existing educational systems.

The design of the Learning Foundation is in some ways
the design of an alternative educational system, not just a



suggestion for a different sort of educational institution.
But I make this recommendation in terms of single institu-
tion, because the existence of a hndful of such institutions
in traditional systems (whether such systems sre seen as
legal or anlytical constructs) could have a profound impact
on the systems. And if one can test the ideas incorporated
in the Learnin Foundation in a single institutional frame-
work, thenhe is more likely to be prepared to deal with whole,
entrenched systems. Therefore, I shall now outline a single
educational institution which could, in soB measuredeal with
the segregation and fragmentation of existin institutions
and systems. Then I shall deal briefly with the possible
impsct of such an institution on chane in the larer systems.

I. AN INSTITUTIONAL OUTLINE OF A LEARNING FOUNDATION

The Learning Foundation would be a comprehensive edu-
cational resource which would provide opportunities for learning
to the whole range of ages from infancy to old age and to the
whole range of socio-economic and ability groups. Admission
to activities of the Learning Foundation would be completely
open; however, the rule of provision of educational opportuni-
ties in the allocation of scarce resources would be to provide
first snd foremost for those who have been served last and least
by existing institutions. The Learning Foundation would provide
these learning opportunities in both formal and informal set-
tings, in its own geographical location and in the community
at large, and as well in the homes of its participants--students
and teachers.

An important aspect of the Learning Foundation’s com-
prehensiveness would be its breadth in terms of age sets. By
providing infsnt learning experiences for very young children
as well as adult programs for retired folk, just to use two
examples, the Learning Foundation would be in a position to
develop in both teacher and student an understanding of the way
in which particular learning experiences fit into overall de-
velopmental patterns. Also, by serving a diverse age range
without the rigidity of set chronological divisions in the
institution, the opportunity for experimenting with combinations
of ages in learning situations would be without limit. The
heterogeneous age population would also allow the focus of
learning to be on the interaction between what is to be learned
and who is to learn it without the artificial barriers which
the usual institutional divisions by chronological age put on
young children and adults.

In addition, the comprehensiveness of age sets srved
would provide an opportunity to break down barriers between pro-
fessionals who usually serve different age groups. Then the
strengths and insights which are said to characterize the best
educators at various levels could be shared within the institution



itself. And problems which transcend particular aes could
be approached in a coherent and reasonable msnner; for example
the learning of math or the learning of readln could be
viewed and then dealt with as an ongoing process in hich the
particlpstin professlonsls hve both n interest nd a re-
sponsibility. Over time one woud hope to see an exchange of
professional roles amon members of staff: university lecturers
or adult educatlonists working with preschool children and
kindergarten teachers eallng with adolescents .nd grandmothers;
also, older students helpin younger students. The insights
which such experiences would provide both teachers and tuht
could be invaluable not only to those directly involved but
also to the students of learning processes everywhere.

The Learning Foundation could attempt to overcome dis-
clplinary segregation by a number of different strategies.
Although hopefully all participtin staff would have disciplin-
ary or ae oriented expertise, the learnin sequences would be
explored in terms of broad intellectual relationships among
disciplines s well as the unique contrbutlons of particular
areas of knowledge. The Learnin Foundstion would encourage
interdisciplinary approaches to problems by hvin broad
organizational divisions related to disciplines or areas of
interest--e.g., humanities, social sciences, nstursl sciences
professlonal studies, cretlve arts environmental studies,
etc.--and also by concentrstin on the learnln of basic skills
through the study of all disciplines, especially verbal nd mthe-
mtical skills of analysis and creativity in both arts and
sciences. In addition, problem oriented learning opportunities
which draw on a number of disciplines would be an important
substantive component of the learnin strategy; for example,
learnln situations focusing on problems of pollution or methods
of rtistic expression would be offered at a number of different
levels.

The actual learnln sites for the activities of the
Learnin Foundation woud be quite diverse snd enerally quite
decentralized. Through the use of community oranizin tech-
niques and the newest methods of multimedia education, most of
the ctlvlties of the Learning Foundation would happen in or
near the homes of participatin students and fsculty. There
would not be one physical and social location for the Learning
Foundation.

Throughs combination of techniques used by tudy circles
in Scandlnavia, the Parkway School in Philadelphia, the Uni-
versity of Liverpool adult education education project in

1Adult education seminars started by the Scandinavian
political parties, especially in Sweden in the 19th century and
now involving a ma.jorlty of the adult population in Sweden.

Asecondary school hih does not have one central build-
ing and faculty but instead utilizes the whole range of physical
and personnel resources of the city.



Scotland oad,B Headstart and Follw-Through early childhood
programs and the Open University the educational activities
of the Learning Foundation would be "delivered" (to use a.n
unsatisfactory but in this case appropriate word at the
points most likely to provide the optimal learning experiences
for all involved. This decentralized system would also subject
learning experiences to the constraints of perceived needs of
individuals and neighborhoods.

Although the basic system would be quite decentralized,
the learning sites w euld be expected to cooperate with each
other and central resource centers to provide learning oppor-
tunlties which no one site could provlde--e.g., specialized
discussion groups, certain lab facilities, and the use of other
community resources such as museums and parks.

And certain components of the whole range of Learning
Foundation educatlona activities would be selfconsclously
centralized to insure heterogeneous groups of different races,
socio-economlc backgrounds nd disciplinary interests in order
to overcome the social segregation which any decentralized
system encourages in an essentially segregated society. Striking
the balance between the importance of providing learning., ex-
periences in the most accessible possible manner and the social
and educational importance of integrating groups segregated by
post-lndustrlal Western societies will be one of the most diffi-
cult challenges facing the Learnln Foundation; but a challenge
which an institution committed to overcoming a whole range of
discontinuities in a flexible mnner is most likely to meet.

The decentralized learning sites would be serviced by .
central resources center which would develop and produce cur-
riculum materials and multi-media resources including broadcast
and publishe materials. I should emphasize the word "serviced,"
because the model is not one of central direction but only
coordination an service to the decentralized sites. One would
expect a great deal of transfer between professiona.ls nd students
t the learning sites and those providing central services.

The basic organizational model is that of an institution
with certain central resources servicing a series of decentralized
les:rning sites. Two characteristics of this model in the idea of
the Learning Foundation deserve further note. The invocation of
the Open University example brings to mind the whole complex of
new technologies and combinations of educational media which are
characteristic of this institution. However, I should clearly
indicate that most of the discontinuities which I have suggested
the Learning Foundation is designed to overcome could be dealt
with without any of the fancy new technologies or media. But

-attempt to organize a working class community to control
and develop a wide range of educational resources.

4Communlty based educatlona.1 efforts.
5The British adult university which provides its learning

opportunities mainly through correspondence materials and broadcast
lessons but also with some personal tutorial assistance and summer
group lessons.



the Lernin Foundation could deal with many more people and
operate on a much more cost-effective scale f it did use the
broadcast nd published media in the manner which the Open
University is theoretically supposed to. Of course, the role of
the various medi will differ from one learning activity to an-
other in the operation of the Learning. Foundation, but there is
certainly no reason why the new technologies nd combinations
of media cannot be effective t a.ll levels of education, as long
as the limitations of diverse contexts are recognized. For
example television has proved its worth at a number of levels.
Sesame Street shows the effectiveness of first class broadcast
productions for a preschool population. The German Telekolleg
uses multl-media materials for secondary school work for adults.
And there is already talk in England about startin an Open
School to use broadcast and published technologies at both ele-
mentary and secondary levels. The only relativ,ely revolutionary
aspect of the design for the Learnin Foundation is the combina-
tion of new technologies with an institution which has a compre-
hensive view of its educational tasks and the pesslbilities which
this combination creates for dramatic changes in approach to
education and for a large scale impact on whole populations.

Another aspect of the operation of the decentralized
system is the potential relationship of it to the needs of
individuals and groups in various local communities. By usin
broadcast and printed media as important parts of the learning
experlence, much work can be done by the individual and informal
groups of individuals. But the existence of formal, local
learnin sites and authoritative individuals with educational
responsibilities associated with these sites would be an im-
portant part of the operation of the Learning Foundation. The
Learnin Foundation would have a decentralized staff of "edu-
cation organizers" who would work in the local neighborhoods to
encourage the use of the comprehensive range of learnln ac-
tivities of the Learning Foundation and to assist the Foundation
in providing learnin opportunities for the particular communlty
The model for the education oranlzer would be taken from the
adult education activities of the Social Sclenme Division of
the University of Liverpool Department of Extension Studies,
which is helping a workin class community in Liverpool develop
adult education activities appropriate for its area. The Learning
Foundation would amend this model to include the whole range of
learnin activities in particular communities. Each learning
slte would be expected to provide the comprehnslve range of
learning opportunities characteristic of the Learnln Foundation,
but with the particular offerlns tailored to the needs of the
specific communities using the site.

The governance and policy process of the Learning Founda-
tion would insure a system of control which vested great power in
the local learning site a.nd also by the confederated learnin sites
over the program of all central resource services. A formal



political system would be developed which would be limited
only by the constraint of actual production of common mterials
and delivery of central services on a large scale. A repre-
sentatlve but p,rticipatory system of government woul be ideal.
And all participants in the life of the institution and its
constituent psrts, teachers and students, as well as those not
participating but affected by the use of institutional re-
sources--the communities at large--would have formal political
roles in the Learning Foundation.

The use of educational organizers and the vesting of
gret policy powers in the local learning sites should probably
combine to create very active participation in the learning
opportunities offered by the Learning Foundation. Having in-
stitutional arrangements which encourage active participation
in the learning experiences and in decisions about the nature
of those experiences is especially important in a system which
intends to use a number of technologies a.n media, because
many of these new approaoches tend to cast the student-learner
in essentially passive and isolated roles (this is especially
true of the broadcast media). So learning institutions which
use these new techniques must be especially sensitive to
strategies for encouraging active and cooperative involvement
on the part of all prticipnts--whether teachers or students.

The professional staff of the Learning Foundation would
include both full time and part time teachers and would be
drawn from the range of discipline and age interests required
y the goals for this comprehensive eucational institution.
There would be four important criteria for membership in the
professional stff: l) an interest in education without
limitation to particular age or socisl groups; ) an ability
to use (or learn to use) a wide range of educational media;
3) a disciplinary and/0r age grcp educational expertise and
scholarly commitment 4) fantastic flexibility. The full-time
staff would play primary roles in four areas of activity- l)
the development of learning materials for use a.t the learning
sites; P) the educational organizing role; 3) the training and
support of the part-time staff; 4) the pursuit of disciplinary
and educational research. The part-time staff members would also
have an important role in these four activities; however, their
primary role would be in making the decentralized learning
sites important areas for educational activities cross the
range of operation of the Learning Foundation. By providing
comprehensive learning opportunities in terms of age spread and
disciplinary interest, the Learning Foundation is likely to
encourage the participating staff to share in the positive atti-
tudes characteristics of the various levels of education--
e.g., the scholarly predisposition supposedly characteristic of
the university faculty and the personal interest in the student
which is thought to be the hallmark of the preschool and primary



teacher. The development of a sense of educational vocation
and profession on the part of the faculty may be the most
important contribution to education which the Learning Foundation
could make to its students and staff and by example, to the
educational community at large.

Another innovation in the institutional esign of the
Learning Foundation would be likely to encourage the profes-
sional commitment of the faculty to the educational enterprise:
an educational research institute integrated into the overall
activity of the Foundation. (This suggestion is modeled on the
educational technology institute of the Open University. )
This institute would participate in the design and evaluation
of all of the work of the Foundation and would provide an oppor-
tunlty for all members of staff and interested students to take
time out and think critically about the educational issues in-
volved in their own work and the work of the whole institution.
The staffing pat.tern of the institute would be designed to
encourage the people involved in the various activities of the
Foundation to pursue educational research projects regularly:
this strategy would be aimed at overcoming the division between
researchers and practitioners which especially bedevils educa-
tional research. The services of the educational research
institute would be available to both central resource services
and the learning sites. The operation of such an institute
would hip insure continuing critical evaluation of the very
nture of the Learning Foundation.

The Learning Foundation would be a diploma and degree
granting entity. It would provide certification and testing
facilities for its own curriculum throughout its range of ac-
tivities. However, it would involve external examiners in
the certification process. Also, its testing and certification
facilities would themselves be available as certification op-
portunlties to those not formally participating in the educa-
tional activities of the Foundation; in other words, anyone could
take its exams. However, it is crucial to note that the Learning
Foundation would not separate its testing functions from its
overall educational mission and that most of its evaluation
would be part of its ongoing educational activities. This in-
tegration of evaluation and the educational process is im-
portant, because it is the very separation of these activities
which is the great weakness of all external testing agencies.

One final observation about the overall design of the
Learning Foundation is in order" the problem of its compre-
hensiveness in terms of participant students and disciplinary
interests of participant students and teachers. Actual compre-
hensiveness of ages served is crucial to the operation of the
Learning Foundation and one of its unique characteristics. But
having comprehensiveness without an overly large gzoup of stu-
dents and staff creates a difficult institutional challenge which



can be met only by being quite selective in terms of what is
taught at each level and in each disciplinary zoupin. Com-
prehensiveness of learnin opportunities can be provided
while still restrictin the tota number of particular offerings
at each level of learnln. But the problem of size in relation
to comprehensiveness will always have to be considered in all
policy decisions.

Although this institutional sketch has been incomplete,
the outline of the Learning Foundation as an institution de-
signed to overcome a broad range of educational discontinuities
is here. But how this new institution might affect the tra-
ditional educational systems is still a completely open question.
It is to its role as an agent for systemic change that I must
flnally turn.

If. THE ARNING FOUNDATION AND SYSTEMIC CHANGE

One of the tasks facing the designer of an innovative
institution who wishes to encourage change in the whole system is
determining how a new institution can most effectively dissemin-
ate information about its innovations into the system at large
and thereby influence change in the larger system. Perhaps the
greatest weakness in past attempts at creating meaningful change
in educational systems has been the lack of systematic thought
about how one makes the jump from one effective and innovative
institution to significant systemic changes consistent with
what one has learned in the process of innovation in the experi-
mental institution.

There are at least two ways that innovative institutions
can influence their systems context. One way is by their very
existence in so far as they act dlfferently from existing
institutions and even more if they are successful in achieving
goals of existing institutions in new and more effective ways,
they stand as institutional critiques of the existing system.
Their very example is a force for change. But this force is
often relatively weak: the power of example is usually marginal.
So techniques for implementing change should be part and parcel
of the very design of new insi tutions. These selfconscious
strategies for change are the second category of influence of
experimental institutions on their systems context. These
strategies run the gamut from formal training of people in the
larger systems to making use of less formal communication of
information. The latter is sometimes called propaganda.

The Learning Foundation would develop clear strategies
for disseminating its insights and techniques and materlals once
it was clear that they were worthwhile. There should be a
Dissemination Institute within the Foundation, which would provide
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a whole range of learning experiences for teachers and students
outside of the Learning Foundation family; these educatlonl op-
portunities would be designed to acquaint the audience with the
educational nd organizational techniques of the Learning
Foundation. These opportunities eould range from formal courses
to the simple delivery of information through the fourth estate.

Another mode of dissemination for the Learning Foundation
would be a consulting and support service for other educational
systems. Almost every imaginable human activity has important
educational opportunities and consequences. However, most of
these opportunities are lost because those participating in them
do not know how to use them. A Learning Foundation could assist
other social organizations in making the most of the learning
possibilities implicit in their activities by helping them
identify the possibilities and by providing complementary learnlng
experiences and resources. For example, the Learning Foundation
could .... a company or a government deprtment design clear
learning experiences into the day to day work of those engaged in
the activities of the organization nd thereby increase the
challenge and reward of the work experience.

The process of dissemination, which is in fsct the process
of revolutionizing the larger educational systems, would be a top
priority activity for the Learning Foundation. And part of the
long range success of the Learning Foundation would have to be
measured in terms of its impact on all other educstional systems.

CONCLUSION

As I said in the introduction to this essay, I believe thst
the Learning Foundation as I have described it is a practical
proposal which may be implemented now. I believe that it could be
established and operating at sn initial level within three years
after detaied planning was begun; it could be rally operational
within another two or three years; and it could be a demonstrable
success (or failure) within another five years. And, with luck
and cash, the Learning Foundation could profoundly chsnge its
systemic context in the course of s decade.

I have offered neither a flow chart for the establishment
of the Learning Foundstion nor an accounting of its possible costs
and sources of finance. The constraints of this brief essay
explain these omissions. But both components of a more detsiled
plan could ea.sily be developed.

What I have offered is s sketch with some justification
for its various lines and shadings. But a sketch nevertheless.
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Whether or not more details are warranted depends upon whether
or not the reaer believes that this proposal for the future
has a claim on the present.

A Learning Foundation would not make the future now
but it might make the present more open to a wider variety of
alternstive educational futures.
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